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ENROLLMENT INCREASES FOR NEW RECORD
To Succeed Brown December 15
John M. Tiedtke of Orlando and
Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed
temporary treasurer of Roll
(ollege, it was announced last
summer by President Holt.
Tiedtke, a well known business
man in the North and in Florida,
succeeds Dr. E. T. Brown, who recently resigned.
The temporary appointment was
made by the executive committee
of the Board of Trustees of the
.vchrol.
•I'iedtke is prepared by both
study and experience to serve as
treasurer of Rollins, Dr. Holt
lie was graduated from Dartmouth College in 1930 with a bach1 eloi of arts degree and continued
' h'm studies at the Tuck School of
Business and Finance, from which
he received his master's degree.
, He was associated for two years
1 as a public accountant with the
accounting firm of Wilderman and
Madden, Toledo, Ohio. Following
this basic training he was engaged
ill the management of large invest uicnts which he has continued
to I ilf present.
lu i;t;l8 Tiedtke became interested 111 the sugar business and pur<ti;ised and cleared a large tract
of land in the Everglades. He
.uldi'il iceberg lettuce to the project
in I'.IIO.
Since then he has built the busine-., to its present size; 2,000 acres
under cultivation with an annual
volume of business of $500,000. He
employs 300 persons during the
Kcsides being familiar with
inactical business as well as academic affairs, Tiedtke has gained
a thorough knowledge of college
flnanceti. He is u trustee of the
College of Wooster, Ohio, and for
j eiglit years has licen a member of
I its finance committee.
He is a director of the Florida
Farm Bureau and Chairman of its
sugar committee. He helped to
organize a rural electrification cooperative in Glades County and
served as its president for two
years.
He also is a director of the Winter Park Land Co., and vice president of the Westgatc Co., which
has large interest in Central Florida.

Weekly SquareDances
Are To Be Held
At Rec Hall
Rec Hall resoumlcd to the tune
of "Turkey in the Straw" and several other hoe down numbers last
Tuesday night ns "Seet" Justice
and Bob Smathers inaugurated
their square dance series. Seet
and Bob want everybody to attend
these dances whether they can
"promenade" or not and they are
very good teachers of their art.
Seet and Bob are genuine North
Carolina square dancers and they
shake a mean leg. So, if you are
looking for a good time next Tuesday night, grab your girl and head
foi- Rec hall at 8 p.m.

Orlando Hall Opens
Orlan.lo Hall, the last of the
Rollins Victory Expansion projects opened its doors to the Rollins students yesterday. The opening of this modern building marked the end of the Victory Expansion program which was begun
ih VM6. This program included
the new .administration building,
Corrin Hall, and Orlando Hall. All
totaled, the V.E.P. prograni cost
$585,000 and involved two years
of planning, fund raising, and construction.
The flrst building erected for the
Rollins Conference Plan of Education, Orlando Hall has six large
classrooms and 12 offices and conference rooms.

Studio Club
Re-elects Boyle
Bob Boyle was reelected president of the Studio Club at the flrst
meeting held Wednesday evening,
October 8, 1948, at the Art Studio
Also reelected was Nat Friedland,
secretary. Other ofl'icers are: Vice
President, Edith Shulz, Treasurer,
June Nelson, Public Relations Director, Dan Hudgins assisted by
the promotion committee composed of Susan Tate, Kit Bowen and
Mariel Riddle. Charles Dawson
heads the Activities Committee
consisting of; Toni Eastwood,
Monica Egan and Pat Sutliff.
The chief purpose of this organization is to create student and
local interest in art, and to stimulate active participation of its
members in art lectures and exhibits.
Last year this group instigated
the Florida Art Forum which attracted six colleges in the state
as well as prominent artists and
critics. The Forum is to be an
annual affair, and it will be held
this year at Florida Southern College in Lakeland.
This club is also affiliated with
the Florida Federation of Art organization.
Mariel Riddle.

Tampa Gives
Prexy Degree
Dr. Hamilton Holt, Prexy to us,
was awarded an honorary degree
from the University of Tampa at
commencement exercises on May
31 of this year.
The "Minaret", Tampa University publication, gave a glowing
account of President Holt's many
accomplishments in the fields of
education and world peace.
For the benefit of new students,
President Holt has been identified
with all the major peace movements not only since the World
War but for several years before
the war. He was closely associated
with William Taft and Wood:
Wilson in these world peace mc
ments and he attended numer
European meetings of statesi
called together for the ultimate
purpose of establishing world
peace. As a tribute to his work
as an internationalist, he has been
decorated by several foreign gov
ernments, including Greece, Poland, France, Italy, Sweden, Jugoslavia, and Denmark.
His administration of Rollins
College has been marked by the
introduction of the Conference
Plan of Study which is designed
to break down the conventiopal
tarrier between professor and
student, by substituting confernces for recitations and lectures.
Under his leadership, Rollins has
ecome one of the best known
small colleges in the United
States."—the Tampa "Minaret".

Picture Program
Commemorates Event

Tuesday night, Octoler 12, 1948,
the Inter-American Center of Rollins College presented the following motion picture program on
Latin America in commemoration
of the discovery of .America.
The picture, Patzcuaro. depicted
the life of the Tarascan Indians
living on the shore of Lake Patzcuaro. It told of their gay flestas,
and the tranquility of living in this
garden spot.
The South American Medley, an
exceptionally good film on Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Buenos
.\ires. and Montevideo, depicted
the numerous exciting spots and
points of interest in these various
TO ALL VETERANS
countries. It also paid tribute to
Any changes in status, marital the great leaders, Bolivar and San
or otherwise, since last spring Martin.
should be reported to the Veterans
Administration immediately if an
The recipe for Perpetual Igadjustment in subsistence allow: Be satisfied with your
ance is to be approved.
; and with your knowledge.

Fall Term Begins With 625
Students — Increase of 4%

PHI MU ALPHA
GIVES ANNUAL
EAI

Tiedke M a d e Temporary Treasurer;

DB. L E. GURKE
SOCIOLOGy PROF
Distinguished Faculty
Member Suffers
Heart Attack
Edwin Leavitt Clarke, Professor
of Sociology at Rollins College,
died unexpectedly September 15 at
the age of 60.
Dr. Clarke was returning from
a vacation in Maine, when he collapsed and died as his train was
approaching the Winter Park station where his family was awaiting his arrival.
Born in Westboro, Mass., he was
graduated from Clark University
and^ received his Master's degree
in 1911. He earned a Ph.D. at Columbia University in 1910.
Dr. Clarke came to Rollins College as Professor of Sociology in
1930 from Oberlin College, where
he had held the same post from
1927.
Previously he had served
on the faculties of Hamilton College, Ohio State University and
University of Minnesota.
He ivas an organizer of the
Winter Park Interracial Committee, a group pledged to bettering
conditions of the Negro in Central Florida, and was instrumental
in the founding of a large day
nursery and kindergarten
for
Negro children here.
Dr. Clarke was the author of
three books, "The Art of Straight
Thinking," "Men of Letters; Their
Nature and Nurture" and "And
Your Neighbor."
He was a member of the American
Sociologickl Society,
the
Southern Sociological Society, Phi
Beta Kappa Society, the National
Urban League, the League of Industrial Democracy, the Foreign
Policy Association, the National
Council for Prevention of War and
the American Esperanto Academy,
Surviving are his widow, two
daughters, Mrs. Robert Ragsdal
and Miss Janet Clarke, and two
granddaughters.
Pr. Clarke started as a teacher
in a Colorado high school, and became assistant Prfoessor of Sociology at Hamilton College in
1914. During the first World War
he was a private with Base Hospital 48, and later a second lieutenant in the Army - Sanitary
Corps.
After the war he went to Ohio
State University as assistant Professor of Sociology. He had taught
also at Atlanta University and
George Peabody College, and was
secretary of the Florida Voters
League.

Former Rollins Co-ed
Now Air Stewardess
Miss Dorothy Louise Lott. 22ar-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Howard Lott. of Orlando, Florida, has just received her silver
wings BS an American Airlines
stewardess. She is now a fullfledged member of American's
corps of flying stewardesses. She
w'ill fly the extcTisive domestic
routes of the airline from New
Vork to California.
Miss Lott attended Rollins College and the University of Ala-

Last Saturday night the Dubsdread Country Club was overflowing
with eff'ervescent
Rollins
couples for the annual Phi Mu
Paper Moon Swing, a bigger success this year than ever. Pretzels,
potato chips, and fruit punch were
served while Ingram Willox provided the music.
Fastened to the trees in the
patio were stars bearing the letters of the fraternities and sororities on campus. On the tables
were pink flowers and candles.
Roily Colly's famous quartette
—Arbie Arbogast, Chap McDonnell, Bob Boyle and Hank Gooch
—accompanied by Ken Newbern,
provided the floor show, the highlight of which was their rendition
of "Dear Old Girl", dedicated to
the Phi Mus.
It was good to see the faces of
so many new students, not to mention the veteran Rollinsites. The
old club patio took on the glittering qualities of a Parisian cafe
or a Hollywood set, the colorful
evening gowns and clever spotlighting adding more glamour to
it all.
I understand that there will be
many more dances at Dubs this
year, and I, for one, look forward
to the occasion with anticipation.

State Department
Display Featured
Inter-American Center
Presents Movies

Miss Van Louis MacDaniel

REPRESENIS ARK,
AT AILANTIC CITY
V. Louis MacDaniel Tells
of Exciting Experience
As "Miss Arkansas"
By Margy Mountcastle

A display featuring Department
of state publications on foreign
affairs may be seen in the entrance
of Carnegie Hall, H. A. Tollefson,
Librarian, announced today.
Scores of documents, both sensational and staid, for the general
reader, for the student and for the
professor, are published by the
Department of State each year
under Secretary Marshall. Some
20,000 pages of such material are
now being issued, according to the
Department.
The Rollins College Library has
just instituted a continuing display
of these publications. The international control of atomic energy,
German occupation problems, international trade, United Nations,
and the European Recovery Program are among the subjects of
current interest represented in the
library exhibit. The display will
be maintained on a current basis,
with new titles supplanting older
ones, as they appear, Mr. Tollefson, Librarian, said today.
The Department of State is publishing one or mdVe pamphlets on
virtually every important current
phase of foreign affairs.
Students may feel free to take
from this display any pamphlet
which especially interests them.

Although we're all back to the
ole grind again after a wonderful
summer, there's one Rollinsite who
won't soon forget her summer,
She's Pi Beta Phi Van Louis MacDaniel.
It all started last May when Van
received a wire stating that she
had been chosen Miss Forest City
(Arkansas) of 1948! This meant
that she was to compete
Miss Arkansas contest.
As soon as school was over Van
went home to begin preparing for
the contest. All the girls first
went to a luncheon where they
were asked questions, many of
which would have stumped the t
ports on the world situation! Th^
in front of 10,000, the 45 girls
Group singing proved to be the
(and Van) competed in 2
ning gown, bathing suit, and gave most popular form of entertain
their talent. Van gave two dra- ment at the "Get-acquainted" teas
held this past week-end on the
matic readings.
As you may have guessed Van Rollins campus.
Eight teas were given by each
was chosen Miss Arkansas! She
was a very happy girl that day, group over the week-end, two being
held Friday evening, two Satafter winning $1,000 to any school
in the U. S., $1,000 worth of urday afternoon, and four Sunday
clothes, and a set of matched al- afternoon and night. During the
ligator luggage r She also re- course of the teas every new girl
ceived a trip to the National Dem- visited each sorority and independocratic Convention in Philadelph- ent house to become acquainted
ia, as official hostess for the Ar- with the upperclass women.
Best black crepes and satins
kansas Delegation.
How^ever, I fear Van became a were donned for these social aflittle weary after two months of fairs where various kinds of cooktouring the state of Arkansas, ies, cakes and canapes were servThe
making stage and radio appear- ed with punch or coffee.
ances.
Teas, dances, luncheons hostesses were at their best with
and banquets were given in her sorority and collegiate songs, eshonor. Miss Arkansas Day was pecially one particular ditty callheld for her, and she was made an ed "Chewing gum", which at the
moment is slowly driving Mrs.
official Arkansas Traveler!
Wilcox mad, or so it is rumored.
Then came the big day; the day
These teas are the second arthat is the envy of many an Amerrangement
made by the Rollins
ican girl! The first of September
came Van's trip to Atlantic City, Panhellenic Association in order to
where she was to compete in the acquaint the incoming girls with
the upperclassm'en, the first beMiss America contest!
ing the Panhellenic Coffee held
She was interviewed by various
Saturday evening, October 2, in
papers and magazines and one of
the Student Center.
them said this about her:
These functions are sponsored
Miss Arkansas, Van Louis McDaniel, who attributes her health, by the Panhellenic Association to
beauty, and intellect to "rest and prepare both new and old girls for
formal rushing period which
wholesome recreation", gave pernsNovembe r 18, and to showhaps the most unusual' reason for
new students that our Panentering. It went like this:
hellenic groups work together on
I want to contribute, in my
the theory that Rollins is greater
small way, to the better underthan any one part of it.
standing between my community
(Forrest City) and the other communities of the state of Arkansas; night." Although Van didn't win
to broaden my character and tal- the contest, she had many wonderents for the purpose of enhancing ful offers for stage, screen, radio,
modeling! She appeared in
my opportunities to fulfill my detelevision shows, and in many
theatrical career, hoping
0 shows! Butttttt, what did
to represent the Wonder State and
by dignity, intellect, and what Van do? She turned all the ofgraces and beauty I possess, prop- fers down—and all for the love of
ly to represent the State of Ar- a man! He is Bill Tucker, Phi
Delt at Gainesville, whom Van
kansas.
Van informed me that it was not will man-y in February.
Asked what she felt about it all,
all play: "Aside from the belief
ny people, that it is a 'good Van said: "It most certainly has
time' proposition, there is really j been a very valuable experience,
very little play to it, because it's and I feel that I have gained a lot
m it. I know that for the rest
le long week of hard work. You
my life I shall be receiving rempete in Convention Hall, which
is supposed to be the largest in turns from this excellent opporthe world, seating 41,000 people! tunity of meeting people. I will
r forget it, however, I'm glad
Rehearsals last all morning and
afternoon, with the competition at that it's all over!!!

Pan-He!ITeas
Pace Rushing

Candidate Earl Warren, actors
Clark Gable and Victor .Mature
and singer Jack Smith and base
ball manager Lou Bordreau yes^
terday were named the "five most
virile men in America",
The selections were made by the
International Artists committee,
a group of 40 illustrators. The
reason for the survey of Am
can men was given by Reno B
di, committee director, thus:
"Ever since the advent of the
w look, artists have needed n
virile men as models. An extreme
feminine woman needs a very
manly opposite to bring out thi
best points of both."
bese five are about as virile a
you can get. They're positively
loaded with hormones or appeal
to be".
Biondi said many committee
wanted to include bald headed men
in the final list but were overruled.
"We felt since the general impression of virility includes hirsuteness we'd eliminate shiny
pates," Biondi said.
Foreign
The White House disclosed last
week that $88,275,170.02 has been
handed over as military aid to
Chinese Central Government in its
fight against Communist forces in
the last six months.
President
Truman made public an interim report of the State Department
showing that 70 per cent of the
S125 million military funds authorized by the China Aid Act in April
has been used for the purchase of
explosives, trucks, oil. arms, and
ammunition.
Local
The Orlando Little Theatre will
present the melodrama "Dirty
Work at the Crossroads," or
"Tempted, Tried, and True" today at 8 p.m. at the Sorosis house
with a cast of local talent. Harold H. Langsdorth will direct this
suspense-packed and exciting play.
Sports
Baseball happy Cleveland staged the biggest and loudest demonstration in the city's history
Tuesday as the World Champion
Indians were welcomed back. A
crowd estimated to be 150,000 people met the champions at the train
station.
•
Tris Speaker, who piloted Cleve-,
(Continued on page 4)

According to statistics obtained
from the Dean's office, there are
625 students enrolled, 288 women
and 337 men. This is an estimated 4'/c increase over last year's
enrollment.
The freshman class also has a
record enrollment of 135 — 74
women and 61 men, as compared
to the 1947 total of- 120 freshmen
with 73 women and 47 men. Added
to the large "frosh" class are 89
transfers, making a total of 224
new faces on campus.
Another comparable figure is
that of the veteran enrollment. In
the fall of '47 there were 234 veterans; this fall there are approximately 208, including four women.
Two new students represent
their native country,
Canada,
which increases the number of students from foreign countries to
nine. They are namely: Juana
Bastido and Jayne Crosbie from
Canada; Ricardo De Balbiers,
Chile; Johnson Tai, China; Andoni L. De Uresti, Jon E. De Uresti and Jose M. De Uresti, France;
Sylvia Verdin, Mexico; and Penny
Drinkwater of England.
The largest enrollment in the
history of the college is made up
of approximately 210 day students
and a capacity total of 415 boarding students.
To house this enlarged student
body, several changes have been
made. The K.A. house has added
two new wings. Park Annex, in
use last year, has been vacated,
forcing extra boarders into the
men's dorms. So far, the increased women's enrollment has presented no housing shortage.

T-B Mobile Unit
Comes to Campus
The T-B MOBILE UNIT is now
in running order, i l will be on
campus opposite the student Center on the following days:
Tuesday, October 12;
Thursday, October 14.
Hours: 10 A.M.-12 M., and 14:30 P.M.
With this new machine the picture is taken right through the
clothes. Therefore, about 50 people can be x-rayed per hour, and
it will not be necessary to sign
up. WE WANT 100% CHEST
X-Rays — Student, Faculty and
Staff. This is for your protection
and that of the community.

Literary Contest
Plans Announced
By Josh Poole
The National Five Arts Award,
Incorporated, a non-profit organization, has announced its first annual contest. Awards and Fellowships totaling one hundred
thousand dollars will be divided
among these fields: full length
play, radio scrips, popular song,
screen original, short story, and
short-short.
In each category, a 52,000 first
prize, a $1,000 second prize, and
four awards of $500 each will be
given. The remaining $70,000 will
be granted in the form of 140 Fellowships of $500 each.
In each category, The National
Five Arts Award proposes to obtain professional production and
publication of the best" material.
The author will receive full royalties.
The contests require a | 2 entry
fee on the first manuscript, and
a $1 fee for each additional entry.
Closing date is January 31, 1949.
Announcements of the six winners
will be made April 1, 1949, or as
soon thereafter as possible.
The address of the National Five
Arts Award, Inc., is 715 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Poetry Collection
Given to Rollins
.Under the terms of the will of
Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard of
Winter Park who died Sept. 28 in
Detroit, Mich., Rollins College was
bequeathed a collection of poetry
and letters from poets which were
a portion of the Winter Park author's collection.
Mr. Scollard left an estate valued at $40,000 real and personal
property.
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Student Makes
Arctic Air Flight
Robert A. McCue, Alpha Phi
Lambda, famous for his Florida
aerial antics, spent his summer in
a 10,000-mile flight to the Alaskan Arctic. Bob and his friend,
Clarence H. Smith of Gary, Indiana, flew past the Arctic Circle,
200 miles north of Fairbanks.
The two men fished on thi
shores of Teslin Lake in the far
Yukon, visited the great Knik
Glacier, rested in Fairbanks, and
hunted for moose on still uncharted lakes.
They flew almost anytime of the
day they chose, for the sun set for
only two hours a day. Temperatures averaged 50 and 60 degrees
during the day, and over the Arctic
Circle the weather was often clear
and sunny and as high as 75 degrees. The much-heralded Alaskan Highway, however, was so
hard and dangerous near Fairbanks that tourists were forced to
ship their cars back and return
by other means.
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Politico's *^Pow W o w »
By Derek Dunn-Rankin
This year's presidential election
finds America in the most danger
ous period in her history. This
very real danger calls for a care
ful examination of the men who
aspire to lead our nation.
Let us have a look at what silent
Tom Dewey offers. Lately "Silent
Tom" has become quite verbose
but when you cut away the mean
ingless phrases you'll find he ha;
not stated one concrete policy h(
intends to follow if elected. What
his administration might do remains interesting guess work.
President Truman's record also
bears examination. We find an
administrator who has consistently
spoken and acted with courage.
His administration has given us
a real foreign policy. The Truman Doctrine and The Marshall
Plan have had the support of the
American people from their inception. Domestically the president has ignored the creed of hack
politicians and has courageously
fought for civil rights and public
housing.
What can we expect in the future from a Democratic or Republican administration? The Republicans proved their inability to
cope with vital issues in the 80th
congress. The President has called it the second worst and certainly no one can deny it was mediocre when we needed the best. Two
years ago the Republicans hollered
long and loud for a chance to show
what they could do, and then did
nothing. Now Dewey repeats the
yell, "Give me a chance". If we
do it will 'be the 80th congress
all over again with the champion
of international cartels, John Foster Dulles, in the State Department.
The Democrats have done their
hamstrung best to put across good
legislation in a hostile congress.
The only answer to the problem
to elect Harry Truman President and back him up with a Democratic Congress.

In early June the silent
quitoed air will be broken by
tinkling
sounds of
shattered
hearts, for the prototype of RolSkook Bailey
lins casanovas—the pride of femininity—will leave forever hit
stomping grounds in a trail of
dust, broken bottles, and Dewey
The most wonderful sight was
Fred Rogers
buttons.
the Knik Glacier, which "seemed
ingham. Meg
Merle Hodges,
The handsome six-footer from to be a vast .river of crushed ice
Boston graduates w i t h i n A.B. (h^ flowing down a huge mountain.
!t, S h e i l a K e l l y , R a l p h Seidel.
Bill G o l d r i c k . R o b i i Me
fervently hopes) in Business Ad- Its peak, though obscured by the
i g , J a n e ministration.
clouds, seemed to eminate from
With absolutely
en S h a r p e , M a r g e
Bob E l m a i C l a u d i a M a r k s , D a n a A b b o t t .
and scrape the gates of Heaven."
plans for the future, C. Porkie
Layont
The whole scene was illuminated
pects
to
loaf
and
recuperate
from
ly, C a r o l R e e d , S y l v i a E r i k s o n
R h o d a K n i g h t , R i c h a r d EHic
his four year ordeal, and dwell oi by a "bright sun streaming down
thru broken clouds."
sweet
memories
of
Daytona
ii
Berlin, P a t R o b e r t s , P a t s y C r e e l
J a c k R e a r d o n , M a r s h a l l Sttfn
days gone by.
Another unforgettable sight was
Member
There will be many memories the wheat farms of Southern Canftssocided G3!Ie5iatG Press
To say Simpson is to say Rollins ada. The visibility was so exDistributor of
and to say Rollins is Jo say Simp cellent that 80 miles of unending
son. We have seen them both wheat stalks could be seen at one
glance to the horizon.
grow.
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Bob states, however, that AlasA staunch A.F. of L. man,
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many fender of the right, and champion ka is only to be preferred for vissided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name of the Chevrolet, the great C. P. its. Occupants of the territory
imflies, victorious in single combat and therejore without a feer, will go by, not unremembered. earn about the same wages as
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will be His fame as Social chairman is workers in the states, but their
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj world-wide. Grasping this Hercu- living expenses are 60% higher.
the
Sandsfur.
lean task as if it were mere child's Fairbanks, Alaska, has only one
play he has turned certain failure paved street and that is only six
into glorious success. • The mag- blocks long. That is probably the
A NEW YEAR. THE TIME IS NOW.
naminity of "Homecoming" has reason why Bob stated, "For my
THERE IS ALWAYS TOMORROW, BUT WHY WAIT?
left us dizzy. This is attributed next trip, give me our own homeAt this stage of the school year, there is virtually no yes- solely to our h^Joved Simpson land—there are too many wonterday, only a beautific, elastic tomorrow. This can be in- with a little outside help by Pete derful things to see here!"
Milton Schwartz
j
terpreted as a challenge or a pat excuse for procrastination, Hagen, longtime friend of our
hero.
but you are the one who does the interpretation.
This is to be the last year of our own Prexy Holt's long Glory has no bounds. On the
and productive reign as founder and father of the Rollins athletic field the Intermural footsystem. Returning students well know the meaning of this ball world would be lost without
plan, and the new ones will soon learn the full significance the Simpson "hip-method" of
of it. The Rollins Plan CAN continue to be its friendly, ef' blocking. Said by many to be the
fective self with an enrollment of six hundred and twenty- greatest end of all times, except
five, as well as with four hundred students and it is up to us for a slow start, "Give 'em the Dear Sir:
lence; it is a wrong attitude
hip" Simpson has remained the
to prove it to Prexy in his "senior year".
Last year I sinned. I did not wards people and towards life,
You freshmen have shown your bountiful class spirit in shy, boy-like, good, honest, etc. lad 3ar my beannie. Justice, nat- By practicing Ratting in any
urally, had to take its course. I form, no matter how tame, one
your whole-souled responses to any calls made upon you that he is.
paddled into Lake Virginia.
preaching the doctrine of unequal
since your bewildered arrival here three weeks ago. It is It is not surprising that Parker
5 I crawled out of the water, rights; that it is correct for some
a wonderful thing that a school gets this shot in the arm is sorry to leave Rollins. "It is
upperclassman yelled, "Don't to have and for others to have not.
every year, else it would probably lie down and perish of the best damn school I have ever
known," he said in his quiet Bos- worry buddy, you'll get over it. No matter how softly you speak
sheer sophistication.
tonian accent. Despising the mod- Just wait and see. Next year you are still saying that there is
ern manufacturing Universities, you'll be the first to take it out on a time and place for bullying.
e new freshmen." This incident Whether whispering 'orientation'
he likes small classes, about two
tstroyed my vision of the "
students at the lake front will do
or shouting "Ratting" you mean
IS Family system".
anytime. He believes Robbies is
the same thing. You mean that
Well, a year has passed since a group of people regardless oi
the paragon of society, but is peevis dunking and new freshmen accomplishment, regardless of pured at the lack of non-poisonous ree on the scene but the only peo- pose, regardless of what they are
freshments.
Friday, October 15
or what they can make themselves,
And so we take leave of this ple I feel like 'taking it out on'
9:40 A.M. Freshman election
great
man,
wondering
if
next
fall
ie who are trying to enforce are classed arbitrarily as inferiors,
4:00 P.M. Memorial Services for Dr. Clarke at the Frances Chapel
Rollins will be the same. But
and perpetuate Ratting.
Last subject to any discipline the 'suSaturday, October 16
realize on thing, both Rollins and year, as a freshman, my opposition periors' may impose.
8:15 P.M. Florida-Rollins game at Gainesville
could be interpreted as selfish,
Simpson •ill be wiser.
I realize all this sounds longSunday, October 17
But this year, as a sophomore, ] winded but if you think it over,
A.M.
Morning
Meditations
9:45
can not be accused of that. At I'm sure you'll find it makes sense.
-10:00 P.M. Kappa Alpha open house
last I am in a position to state Why must we waste our precious
Monday, October 18
my argument. Now I am an uP' time and energy in the construcP.M. Fraternity meetings
perclassman and I still think rat tion and enforcement of a 'beanP.M. Student Council meeting
ting in any form is wrong—es- nie system' or an 'upperclass auTuesday, October 19
pecially
at Rollins.
thority' at a time when nations are
P.M. Spanish-American History Department meeting at Casa
Last year I wanted to feel £ tense and the world again talks of
Say girls, have you seen the
Iberia
close
family
bond
with
upperwar.
As we took our stand in
sleeker
shorter
way
they're
wearWednesday, October 20
ing their hair now? Ann Kerlin, classmen. Ratting came danger- battle let us take our stand in
Senior class meeting at Annie Russell Theatre
a new little transfere coed, creates ously close to severing this bone peace. Let us prove to ourselves
Thursday, October 21
one of these striking figures as she and to preventing it from evei and to the whole world that broth-8:15 Tertullia at Casa
models her newest chapeau of tan growing again. I can assure you erly love is not merely an aesthetic
felt, trimmed with gold sequins. that by forcing freshmen this year ideal but a real, active, human
to buy beannies, to bow and but- emotion applicable to daily life.
Hum!
That made for you look, caught ton, by placing restrictions on Let Rollins abolish its Ratting
a great many a glances when Lee them and t y making them feel system in any form. If beannies
Gibson arrived at the Coffee Sat- generally inferior we do not pro- are to identify freshmen so that
we may get to know them more
urday night decked out in a chic mote brotherly love.
Last year those who saw nothing quickly, then let freshmen wear
By Jeane Hagan
Buttons and Bows by Dinah black satin gown with an, out of
name cards instead and let us
the
world
black
and
gold
stole
wrong
with
Ratting
thought
of
Shore is right there at the top
Merle Hodges - Carol Gradsky
treat them as equals in the true
of the Hit Parade. If you don't draped, oh so gracefully, about her us who fought it as a group of
who walked Rollins Family way. Then let us
Attention all you ever lovin hear it enough in The Center you shoulders. Yes; There were many unruly freshmen
force all our energy into the atbeautiful
silhouettes
that
evening,
around
with
a
chip
on
their
music fans! We've got the latest can always get your own recordincluding Matilann Thoms arrang- shoulder, freshmen who had no tainment of the highest ideals, all
tips for you straight from "The ing.
ed in an electric blue lace with her group spirit, who always had to our courage into ourselves and all
Music Box".
Don't think Slowboat To China blond coiffure drawn simply back. be individualists, who couldn't take our love towards all mankind.
J. T. Hurphey
Maybe it's the new releases you by Kay Kyser iias hit the record Countless of males' eyes wonder- a joke. It was simple, we just did
are looking for or a solid new stores yet, but keep an eye open ed over these lovely femmes as not have any Rollins spirit.' To me
jazzy record. Possibly you even
for it. I hear tell it's going to be they pasted by the center that it was also simple. What could Dear Editor,
feel in the mood for a long haired
evening and I can assure you Bev- be greater college spirit than to
"There's a hair in my soup. My
a smash hit, but definitely!
arrangement. At any rate, we
erly Hedrick wearing a close-fitted stand up for the principle upon back hurts. I hate all these stairs,
Want a new Jazz album? If white fille gown which gathered w}iich Rollins is based, the prin- up and down the whole day is all
tried to pick the ones that will
you've got the greenbacks then we fashionably to the back really took ciple for which President Holt of my life here. There's dust on
rate A-1 in your collection.
advise you to carry your old body their breath away.
has worked so hard. It is so sim- my fioor, don't they ever clean this
The one and only Frankie Lane down to town right away and preChanging the whole look of ple—'Do unto others as you would hole ? It's hot, won't we ever get
has again put his talent to good sent yourself with Jazz at the Philthey do unto you'. Why can not rain. Gosh it's damp, lyon't we
use in his newest release Thanks harmonic by Norman Grantz — after dark fashions was brought
about Monday night, when Dunga we remember this.
ever dry o u t ? "
for You and Singing The Blue.
Volume 8.
Rees and Peddle Pushers carried
This year I am as strongly opThese are just some of the
If you are looking for a record
Now, last but not least here is the theme of the shindig held at posed to freshman 'orientation' as troubles that are heard on Rollins'
that is slightly out of the ordinary,
a classical suggestion. David Ois- Roiiins most frequented , rendez- I was to 'ratting' for essentially campus and they've set me to wonour advice to you is Life Gets Teetrakk's Khachaturian Concerto for vous, the Center . . . As for ,the they are the same. I think that dering,
gus Don't It by Carson Robison.
Violin and Orchestra with the Rus- comments made on ,this affair Rollins has gone a long way by
wonder if we went without
It's worth listening to.
sian State Symphony Orchestra everyone looked about the same. preventing paddlings, lake-duck- food for days whether or not we
We have a specialty for the
The, typical festive and fem- ings, beatings and more cruel would question imaginary hairs in
King Cole fans today. One of his conducted by Alexander Gank is
arm bowl of nourishing soup.
best and nothing short of sensa- sure to put you in some kind of a inine attire on campus now days forms of puttinjr the freshman in
cottons. I'm sure you've all his place. So far so good. How- I wonder if we would worry so
tional is Lilette and A Woman Al- mood.
Goodbye for now—see you next thought you've been seeing double ever, forbidding violence is not much about our back aches after
ways Understands.
(Continued on page 4)
! enough. Ratting is more than vio- Tarpon tryouts if we had ever
week.
Betty

Matthe

Golle&ote Di6est

Thundering Heard

Calendar

Fashion Flickers

Diskology

By Bill Bazley
By "Skook"
Once again it is my desire and
Most voters do not know why
hope to give you a clear picture
they are going to vote for a
of the aims of the Republican
tain candidate or what that
didate represents. They choose Party.
the one they believe will win
You undoubtedly know by now
one likes to bet on a losing
what the 80th Congress has done;
Henry Wallace's story is only its splendid record of unbiased
partly known. The stress he put; opinion and judgment in passing
on Universal Peace is often mis laws for the betterment of all citinterpreted. Let us look into what izens. To accomplish this, the ReWallace stands for, his background publicans had to swallow accusaand his current opinions. In the tions and unfair slander thrown
next three or four weeks we will at them by an organized and stagtry to cover all of these points nant administration. You and I
know that the party in powe
from the known facts,
the last sixteen yeai-s, does not
Wallace stands for:
1. UNIVERSAL
PEACE not truly represent the Democratic
Party,
but a faction of it; whereby
universal military training.
2. HIGHER WAGES not higher a person voting democrat, voted
for a group of individualists, try.
profits.
3. PRICE
CONTROLS
not ing only to accomplish selfish
gains of power.
though controls.
The administration has kept
4. FOOD FOR EUROPE not
people of all parties for 16 years
guns and tanks.
5. RETURNING
WASHING- behind the bars of a CAGE. The
TON TO THE PEOPLE and re- lock has now rusted, and once
turning the bankers to Wall Street. again the people of this country,
6. ABOLITION OF JIM CROW. the symbolic jewel of free peoples,
7. REPEAL OF THE TAFT- will come out in full force and
voice their undivided opinion in
HARTLEY LAW.
8. INCREASED SOCIAL SE- November. I believe that opinion
CURITY BENEFITS FOR ALL. will put in the White House, a Re9.
HOUSES FOR OUR RE- publican form of government, letting the voters or citizens of this
TURNING GI's not barracks.
10. ENDING THE COLD WAR great land of ours run the government, and not the government run
NOW before it's too late.
Wallace wants several million the people. That i
low cost homes instead of these trend of the nation is toward reROB THE VETERAN
PROJ- publicanism; the people are grasping hold to the only hope of bringECTS, lower taxes for peopl
the low income brackets, instead j ing the administration back to the
of heavy taxes.
Henry Wallace is out to help
The Republican party, backed
the poor and curb the profiteers, by numerous successful men from
Many rich industrialists are out all ranks — labor, business, and
to get their trillion and will go to professional fields — supports a
again in necessary to get rich fight to steady our national govquick on your life and mine and ernment and preserve its economy,
your friends and sweethearts. Yes
Two outstanding plans have
we are still paying taxes on th( passed to give an example of the
expense of the First World Wai 80th Congress' obligation to the
and our Children and grandchil people who voted them to a post
dren and great grandchildren will in Washington. First, the Taft
be paying taxes on the Second Hartley Law, regulating countless
World War. Wallace being in
faults of management nad unior
White House and "knowing the affiliations, in turn settling disropes" has been in contact ^
putes without strikes and chaos ir
such nondescript misers and
our economy and bringing a court
profiteers. Those of you who have of fair-play, one phase of our modheard him have often found new ern American way of life. Sec-j
facts of interest about our gov- ondly, on Inflation, controlled by
ernment which has been swept the Capehart Plan. The first fully
under the rug.
integrated counter-proposal to the
"Out of his background, nothing President's call for a return to reg
which is not truly American could imentation, has been advanced by
possibly grow. He has traditional Senator Capehart, Republican of
He believes that
American attitudes on so many Indiana.)
things that this fear of him which sufficient production is at the root
has been implanted in some peo- of inflation. A democratic action
ple's minds will seem strange to of scarcity econmoics has done
anyone who reads him carefully." this, such as paying farmers not
said Eleanor Roosevelt, proving to grow a bumper crop of wheat,
that the voters often lack complete but to have the items scarce to
knowledge of a candidate which promote planned price control.
often forhis a distorted picture of Senator Capehart proposed to increase the acreage of land under
the candidate and his opinions.
cultivation by 20% and stimulate
"Skook" Bailey
the production of basic metals.
worked in a labor camp against Hoosier Senator w^ould provide
our wills. If we were hopeless loans to farmers, allocation of
cripples I wonder if we wouldn't materials to manufacturers
give our all just to use our own farm machinery and fertilize!
feet to climb these same stairs stimulate production of metals
all day long. If we had some 60 conserving tariffs and providing
rooms to clean, I wonder if we
would leave every corner spotAll this is being done as I
less. Finally I wonder if we realbefore, by men who have cont
ly mind the heat or the rain or
facts on running a sizable governthe dust or the pain or whether
ment, by men of understanding
we just like to gripe about what
and sound principles, by men now
we all know to be the most marrepresenting the Republican platvelous place in the world—Rollins
form,
College.
William J. Bazley

Jan Olsen
(Continued on page 3)
Dear Editor,
j
Being a bewildered freshman, ]
and under the impression that college is a knockdown, dragout pursuit of the truth, at least it says
so in the catalogue, I would like
to know just what in the hell those
This column, under new r
recent pan-hell teas accomplished ?
agement will not live up to the
If there were any point in hav- reputation established last year,
ing them, I'd be the first to ap- but why let a good thing die ?
prove, but it seemed to me like Cancer patients are kept alive for
it was more of a marathon than years sometimes, in the hopes
anything else. We went, we sat, that their condition will improve.*
we talked, we ate potato chips, and
Too bad that the price of ice
we said goodbye. The first one has gone up along with other comwasn't so bad but by the time that modities. It must have. Why else
last one rolled around, everyone would iced coffee cost a dime in
was so depleted of energy that the center ? There's a way of getneither side made any points. I ting around that, order hot coffee
suppose that we are trying to sell and a blass of ice, but then how
the sorority we want a bill of do we get around the doughnut
goods and if they want us they are and toast situation ?
trying to sell us a bill of goods but
I don't know who sets the prices
the trouble is, I wanted to go a
in the STUDENT Center. After
certain sorority which was last on
all I'm not too intelligent. But I
my list. I staggered into this last
do know that the students do not
one, hit the couch and fell sound
set them.
Even the Cadillacs,
asleep and I am sure that I didn't
Buicks, and Packards attending
make a good impression.
Rollins don't like to dole out a
However, I have met the girls dime for a five-cent purchase. No
I wanted and I am sure that I will sense getting rabid on the subject
get that one but I didn't do it at though; you all have your student
Pan-hell teas. I made my points council representatives to discuss
in the Center and I am sure that the situation with.
much more can be accomplished at
I note that chivalry is back o"
the Center than at the pan hell campus again this year. It's gratteas.
ifying to see male students jumpName Withheld
(Continued on page 3)
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TARS TACKLE FLORIDA SATURDAY NIGHT
Intramural Football Today;
Champion K A Face DC
By Jim McMenemy
the same lineup as last year with
Today is the big day. The mo- Don Sisson tossing to Big Charlie
ment is at hand when the Fratern- Brakefield.
And word has slipities and Independents begin their ped into the grapevine that this
mad scramble for the coveted Gary combination has some brand new
Cup, indicative of superiority in plays at their disposal. I t may
intramural athletics. On the agen- make a difference.
0'omorrow
da this afternoon is the opening of should offer the answer.
the touch football season. Last
The rest of the teams swing into
year saw the Kappa Alpha Fra- action next week, with the X Club
ternity march through their ten- fielding their usually dangerous
game schedule undefeated and un- team. Harvrad Cox is without a
tied. This year, with Buddy Mc- doubt the best player in the league
Bryde and Duck Talton gracing .<ind -f the Club can come up with
their backfield, the Champions look a sorely needed passer they will
to be as strong as ever. At any cause trouble.
Perhaps Hank
rate this afternoon will tell the Gooch will be the answer.
tale, as the boys from the red brick
Not too much is known about the
house test out Sam Burchers and Independents. Their team is usucompany. If Sam can develop the ally stronger the second time
Delta Chi line, they could prove around than the first. However, if
troublesome, but at this writing Harold McKinney can dig up a
this afternoon's contest appears to pair of fleet backs to €ote the leathbe an easy tuneup victory for Kap- er they could throw a monkey
pa Alpha.
wrench in any pennant possibility.
Tomorrow provides more interThus the big rush is on. This
esting fare for a football minded department doesn't believe that
campus. Last year's runners up, the KA's will get through this seaSigma Nu, tackle one of the big son without a scratch. They should
question marks of the league, prove to be the power of the
Lambda Chi. Last year the Sig- league however, with the brunt of
ma Nus conquered the Lambda opposition coming from the X
Chis twice, 6-0 and 21-7. Tomor- Club, Sigma Nu, and Lambda Chi.
row they will be playing without In other words if one of these
the services of Clyde Stephens and teams gets hot, there could be an
Bill O'Hara.
This could swing upset. Anyway take a run on out
the tide the other yeay. The men to Sandspur Bowl. There's alfrom Hooker will sport virtually ways something going on.

P O U ' n C A L "POW WOW"
(Continued from page 2)
•knowledgcd by all
to be one of the most critical in
history is a time for serious considerationo f national welfare, not
a time for name calling and political mud-slinging.
Governor Dewey has stated his
domestic platform clearly and concisely and in comparatively few
words without resorting to the obvious wealth of material available
if he wished to sling mud. An
examination of his record as governor and as district attorney will
prove that once he takes up an
issue, he finishes it to the best of
his ability.
As district attorney, he broke
the back of organized crime in
New York . . . A job given up as
hopeless by his predecessors.
As governor, Mr. Dewey has established an unmatched record for
good state government. He has
appointed outstanding men and
women, analyzed, organized and
acted as his judgment has always
taught him to act . . . for the best
interest of the most people. His
record has shown him to be a man
whose feeling for the needs and
problems of human beings is rooted in his heart. A quality which
is appreciated by a nation praying
for peace.
Jlr. l>cwey has shown fairness,
understanding and consideration

Crowd of 20,000 Expected to View Gridiron Classic
Tliis Weekend. Underdog Tars Prepared to Deal
Stunning Upset to Favored Florida Gators
The most important intra-state
football game of the season will
take place Saturday night a t 8:15
•P.M. when Coach Jack McDowall's
Rollins Tars meet the University
df Florida Fighting Gators at
Gainesville.
A sell-out crowd of 20,000 is expected to see these two state rivals
who meet for the first time since
1934 when Florida defeated Rollins
13 to 2.
It will be the third start for
the Tars who open their season
with a 7 to 0 win over Erskine and
then dropped a bruising 25 to 0
loss to a strong University of Miami eleven.
Although Rollins will enter the
game as a three touchdown underdog, the Tars have had two weeks
to get ready and are expected to
be up for this one.
The Blue and Gold will be led
by Game Captain G. W. Mooney,
a Junior from Winter Park, who
has played outstanding ball at
guard for the past three years.
With the return of Ken Horton,
Charles Knecht and Lee Smith
who have been on the injured list
since the Miami game, the Tars
will be in full strength for the
game.

By Nancy Morrison
Perhaps you have noticed at the
top of the Rollins tennis ladder
the name Shirley Fry, whom you
have probably heard of, known, or
have followed through the papers
in the tennis world summer after
summer. Shirley is a senior this
year and she has certainly given
to Rollins as well as to herself
in three years, honor through her
tennis reputation.

G. W. Mooney to
Lead Tar Attack
victory over the Auburn Tigers at
Tampa.
Florida, which employs the T
formation have two good running
backs in Chuck Hunsinger and Hal
Griffin and a passing threat in the
strong arm of Doug Belden.
Probable starting line-ups.
Rollins
Florida
Clark
LE
Bishop
Gray
LT
Dempsey
Odom
LG
Brown
Hancock
C
Kynes
Mooney (C) RG
Groves
Whittle
RT
Sutton
Fay
RE
Johnson
Tate
QB
Belden
Justice
- LH .... Hunsinger
Darty
RH
Griffin
Peacock
FB
Parker

Florida, on the other hand, have
a 2 and 1 win and loss record so
far this year. After dropping
their opening tilt by a 14 to 0
score to a strong University of
Mississippi, the Gators have made
it two straight by defeating Tulsa
University 28 to 14 and last Satto every group whose problems urday night eked out a 16 to 9
have come before him . . . to labor,
veterans', women's and other
groups. His achievements in public
housing, education,
sound
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL POOL
health and welfare programs and,
Try your skill at guessing the winners and scores of the
in general, sound government,
following intramural football games. Winner gets two (2)
have been unpaValleled.
free passes to the Colony theater. Next weeks games . .* .
Noah
X Club
- vs.
Independents
Delta Chi
vs.
Lambda Chi
X Club
vs.
Kappa Alpha
Independents
vs.
Sigma Nu
Delta Chi
vs,
X Club
All entries must be in by Monday morning, Box 334. Try
your hand at this fascinating contest. Everyone has a
chance to win.

THE

THINKER

Q. What kind of world government do The United World Federalists favor?
A. World Federalists propose
that the nations of the world
transform the existing United Nations into a world government of
limited powers adequate to prevent war. Judgments differ among

GREETINGS
from your old friends who are at home

at LOHR-Lea
McMullen
Claire McCardell
Tina Lesser and
Hadley & Braemar

COEDS !N SPORTS

them as to the degree of power
such a world government would
require. By the first sentence of
the policy statement, they indicated a conviction that in the long
run it would need to be more than
a mere control of national armaments or the ability to put down
aggression.
"Peace," they say,
"is not merely the absence of war
but the presence of justice."

In the middle of last year's
spring term Shirley started off on
her first tennis tour in Europe to
play from May 9 through July 9.
Her first stop was Paris where she
started out with a bang by reaching the finals of the International
French Championship tournament.
On her way to the semi-flnals she
swept aside Madame Doleschell,
Austrian champion, nad Weiss, Argentina's champion, in the quarter-finals. In the semi-finals, Shirley produced the biggest upset of
the tournament when she defeated
Doris Hart 13-11 in the third set.
Unfortunately Nellie Laundry, the
French champion upset Shirley in
the finals in a three set match,
Brussels, Belgium, was the second European tournament in which
Shirley lost a hard-fought, raininterrupted match in the quarterfinals to Kormoczy, Hungarian
champion, 3-6, 6-4, 7-5.
At Queens, England, the next
stop, Shirley won two good
matches in straight sets from Jean
Quertier, number five in England,
and from Shells Sommers, number one in South Africa, only to
lose in a close quarter-final match
to Doris Hart 7-5, 7-5.
The high spot of the European
tennis was the World and English
Championships at Wimbledon, but
ended in misfortune for Shirley
After winning her first round anc
defeating the English number two
star, Mrs. Betty Hilton, in the
ond round, Shirley came back to
beat Kormoczy, who had beaten
her at Brussels. Playing Louise
Brough in her quarter-final match
on the center court before English
Royalty, Shirley, when retrieving
a high backhand fault service
early in the first set, sprained her
left ankle badly and had to be
carried off the court and default
her match.
Our Rollins coed, seeded eight,
was greatly impressed by her first
visit to Wimbledon. Shirley says,
"Everyone a t Wimbledon makes
you feel as though you are such a

We think it's a female
GADGET!
Anyliow, we have gismos and gadgets for almost any purpose and occasion.
Just arrived — a new
shipment of ine.xpensive
Study Lamps.
20 kinds of ring books,
all prices.
Mid - Florida's largest
stock of Art Supplies.
Hallmark Greeting Cards
and Eaton's stationery.
Personalized matches &
napkins.
Fine Engraving.

BRADFORDS
OF THF.

Rollins Press Store,
Inc.
•NEAR T H E BANK"

^^'^

mil

Gators, You Just
Don't Know What!

MEET '^f'S

IN NEXT WEEK'S

Sanc/iptit
10-14

v^

Welcome Rollins
Fountain Service

Announcing

CALL ON

—THE OPENING OF AN ENTIRELY NEW
KIND OF LINGERIE, PERFUME AND ACCESSORY SHOP.

Doc* 0*Brien

Eve Proctor

Your Pharmacist

for Bonwit-Teller,

Iruine's
Winter Park Pharmacy

Children's Dresses
by Georg Jensen
Hosiery by McCallum
Van Raalte Lingerie
LuJean Bags

348 PARK AVE., N.
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

COSMETICS
SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHES

Mary Chess Perfumes
Gourielli Cosmetics
Hand-made blouses
Scotch Cashmere
Sweaters

Exclusive lingerie and negligees

144 E. Park Ave.
SUNDRIES

WHAT IS A
G ISMO?

On the summer grass court circuit in the East Shirley was unable to- play her best tennis, for
her bad ankle was a great handicap to her. We still think she did
extremely well, and we are proud
of her.
For those who do not know Shirley's outstanding tennis record, she
is number five nationally this year,
she has been on the Wightman
Cup team for two years, she was
National Junior champion in '44
and '45. In addition, she has defeated Sara Cook, Dodo Bundy,
Doris Hart and has come within
one point of defeating Pauline

For the waltzing SKATERS as
well as those who mop up the
floor—there will be skating parties
every Friday night a t the Orlando Coliseum, a Rollins get-together.
If you're only a beginner we'll
all take turns in holding you up
around the floor.
Skates are furnished—so just
bring yourself and let's get acquainted—Be seeing you.—Bailey.

For Prescriptions, Drugs, Sundries,

inioT
(Continued from page 2)
• ing to their feet when approached
by the fairer. Also flowers to the
University of Miami for their
unique handling of visiting student spectators.
Idiotically yours,
the idiot

great 'STAR', especially if you are
a seeded player. I have never received so much fan mail; for every
day eight to fifteen fan letters
came. Then after I sprained my
ankle I received over a hundred
letters during the rest of my visit.
These included fan letters, sympathy notes, and birthday cards."
When asking Shirley if the tennis interest was better at Wimbledon than a t Forest Hills, she
said, "Definitely, because at Wimbledon the tournament is put on
for the players. Also they are not
as interested in the money angle
as the Americans are."

Betz and P a t Todd. During Shirley's last few years of her twelve
years of tournament tennis, she
has won every singles grass court
tournament at some time in this
country with the exception of Essex and Forest Hills.

Remold ^Cemmc^tf ^^t S^<^

CHECKS CASHED, STAMPS, LOST AND FOUND
DEP'T. OF ANY SERVICE THAT WE CAN HELP

"May you all have a good happy year"
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE — PHONE 402

FOR FAST PLAY
Tennis Rover or Lace-to(he-Toe Champion

COLLEOE FASHIONS
BY

Fruits and Gifts in the Best of Taste
208 S. PARK AVE.

PHONE 209

WHITE TURKEY
DRIVE IN
1911 N. Mills St.
CURB
SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONED
DINING ROOM

^^th La'wrence
118 Park Ave. So.

GREETINGS . . .

Taylor*s
Store Phone 603
Quality
—
102 N. Park Ave.

R. C . BAKER

Park

Pharmacy
Service

Motor Delivery
—
Courtesy
Winter Park, Fla.

202 Park Ave.,S.

A v e n u e Bar
Formerly "ROBBIES"

DANCING
114 Park Ave.

Winter Park

FOUR
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MOVIE BREAKER

CAMPUS KEYHOLER
By Linda Ear

here and maybe a longer one later.
By Jack F. Mehlek
ALPHA PHI LAMBDA
in his power to stymie her
If you're passing by Charleston
vestigation, including waging
"A Foreign Affair"
School daze and the rush is on, Another European traveller this
campaign for her love.
but before old Linda spills her summer was Shirley Frye, who, and are eager for a jive beat,
Colony—Thurs., Fri., and Sat.
By Frothy Frosh
Marlene, meanwhile, gives out
cheerful earful about the news of as you know, played in various stop in at the residence of H. R.
"A Foreign Affair," Paramount' with some torchy songs, "1
Wagner. Harry will dish up a
the day, a word about the guys tennis tournaments.
My feet Hurt! Early in the
new comedy, starring Jean Arthur, Ruins of Berlin", and "Black M;
swing
tand
like
a
genie
from
Al'n' gals of last year. Guess you
And speaking of tennis, another ladin. He's running a band syndi- morning amid baggage, furniture, Marlene Dietrich, and John Lund, ket." Lund realizes that he is
all know about Donnie and Alice star has arrived at Rollins. She's
and people, I was still determined
Hansen's baby . . . Palmer and Ewing McAlIester, champ at Vas- cate in that town. Johnson Tai, to see all the campus the first day. is a riotous revelation of life love with the Congress-gal and not
Betty Tuthill's new little boy . . . sar last year and currently wom- philosopher extraordinaire, has Stuffing closets, arranging furni- among the American occupation Marlene, and wants to break away
plenty to think over now. All of
forces in post-war Berlin. This from the singer. At this point, tht
that Carolyn Tudor (Tutti)
ture, hanging curtains, and—the
en's champion of Tennessee and
married this summer in Chicago North Carolina. And we hear that his slits and other valuables were real problem, electric outlets— epic is definitely superior to many Colonel informs him that the af. . . Nan Morgan joined the ranks one Mary Ann Hobart is not bad stolen from his parked car this could just wait, at least a few that have recently emerged from fair must continue long enough to
bring Marlene's Nazi boy-friend
the assembly-line of Hollywood.
of housewives early this month at all either . , . still playing summer in New York. Don't get hours.
Then—call me "electriout of hiding. Lead and legs bewhen she married Bobby Robers- that match Thursday night, M.A.? New York wrong, Johnson, they cian". Have you ever tried to
Jean Arthur, who returns to the
son . . . Jimmy Mellon and Barty But this is getting into sports and left you your kleenex box didn't hook up a radio, two lamps, a screen after a few years' absence, gin to fly when the jealous Nazi
emerges,^nd things race on to a
Bartholomew got "hitched" to out of our line, so on to the so- they?
Charles Robinson toured the phonograph, and a hair dryer from portrays a straight-laced Con- very amusing conclusion.
their wimmin and settled down. cial limelight of the week.
Midwest with Bob McCue this one mislocated light plug ? Well, gresswoman who arrives in BerCongrats to Harry and G.B. James,
Lund does well as the lover-boy,
lin with a committee to investigate
The Phi Mu Paper Moon Swing summer when Bob came back from it ain't easy!
Bill and Adeline Pittman, Frank
the status of G.I. morale. Her and Marlene is as sensually allurand Jane Mayer, and Bill and came off successfully as the first his Arctic Circle flight. With Bob,
After struggling through these suspicions having been aroused by ing as ever, especially when exFreddie Koch (whose trip to Ja- formal dance of the year, and our Charlie investigated Iowa condi- early hours my nose led me to the
hibiting her shapely gams. Jean
le open fraternizing of soldiers
maica this summer sounds too freshmen turned out en masse. tions and the conditions of the most popular place on campus;
Arthur is, as usual, "tops". Her
ith frauleins, Jean pretends to
Elsie Shaw was the animated date corn-fed cows and girls. Bob howgood to be true.)
namely, the Beanery. But, still no 2 a German girl and proceeds to transition from the prim Washof Josh Poole, bare-foot skiier ever, mooed dreamily all through
relief for my aching feet—
* snoop. She soon learns that the ingtonian to a girl in love is actSeveral romances developed durDick Pope squired Jackie Bullock, the trip about a milk-skinned gal
ing the summer and the outcome
Clambering over my room late glamorous ex-Nazi night club star, ing at its best.
cute Caroline Marsh came with in Palm Beach.
"A Foreign Affair" is the movie
proved Ed Swindle and Pat Warthe afternoon I finally sat down Marlene D., is living under the
Earl McDaniels, and Pat Roberts
Mil ton Schwartz polished off a
of the week, (maybe of the year),
ren pinned,, Cindy Heideman and
entertained Frank B. Ledgerwood few plays and several stories in the middle of the floor in protction of an American officer.
and the actual Bei-lin background
Tony Ransdell engaged, Pat Van
throughout the evening. Saw Bun- about the city which had made despair. In this position I re- The shocked committeewoman deSickle wearing a diamond ring
gives the film authenticity and atny Clemmence and Harry Levine, Tai a nudist. Neil Austin, alumni, ceived my first callers on campus. cides to track down and expose the
with the compliments of Gus Peeosphere,
Dionne Vigeant and Buddy Lowe. received a fat contract to do a Rather than attempt hospitality, unworthy brass-hat. She is given
ples, Jo Harder and Burt Mullen
I
asked
them
to
aid
me
by
drownOf course all the old steadies
the assistance of Captain John
fo illustrations for a book I
married, Pug Shaffer becoming
"Luxury Liner"
were there . . . Andy and Mary, syndicate, while he has yet to ing my sorrows in the lake.
Pringle
(John
Lund),
who,
of
Mrs. Paul
Kleinfelter,
Marty
Colony—Sun. and Mon.
engagees Buddy and Mona, Ellie graduate from the Ringling Art
My most confusing day was course, is the officer she seeks.
Mooers married to a handsome
The crew and passenger list of
and Gordon, Nitz Donnersberger School at Sarasota.
Willard over; my college year begun.
Lund, meanwhile, does everything MGM's technicolor musical, "Luxdoctor, Pedie Rehm being the doand Jack Flannelly, Margie Sum^
Gertie Pap-poo
mpton
spent
the
summer
racmestic wife of Hans Klehmet in
ury
Liner", is a colorful cargo inmers and her Phi Delt from ing his little yacht off the coast P.S.—A salve for my pedal digits ?
FASHION FLICKERS
California and rubbing elbows
Gainesville, and Van Louis and of Mass., and acquired a jeep in
(Continued from page 2)
"Cool, Clear, Water"
with sueh famous movie actors as
Bill Tucker. Corky Hall came with which Bob Wilson and he drove
Diana Lynn, Sunny Tufts, and
Bill O'Hara, Margie MountcastI down to Rollins.
many a time, but found to your
Oscar Levant.
with Allen Hutchinson, Glo Parker
the Sandspur bowl. Jim Martin, great joy and contentment it was
John T. Murphey acquired
Last year's grads are making a and newcmoer Dave Manley, Glo
Ernie Vincent and Lou and Ken only the Saunders twins, Mary
New York night club tan ant
name for themselves, and the most Schneider and Pete Dye, Taffy and
work book brimming over with Stone are als oback at the grind and Betsy. They were exhibiting
outstanding we've heard of yet i; Ken Fenderson, Ed,Motch and his
again this year. Hugh Davis (our their very collegiate, and not so
new musical compositions
Prof. Dixie Redding who is prin- nw flame Betty Mikkelson, Bobby
student - council vice - president easy to forget, tan corduroy dressideas. Fred McFalls eased G:
cipal, coach, and school teacher of Van Hoose and curly-headed Dalborough's summer with several toured the West taking pictures of es. The roomie pockets and dainty
a junior high school in Elkton, las Williams.
natural resources). Ed Langley round gold buttons completed the
concerts. Fred's new violin
Tenn. Dixie had to let his chillun
treated as if it were studded with and Cal Beard went to summer attractive details of this garment.
out for cotton pickin' time and
This 'n' That . . . ever noticed
Well so-long for now, I'll B the British crown jewels. But I school. Kelly Emery bought a
thus found time to come back to the brother-sister combinations we
guess it's even more precious than "Heinz" dog in Gardiner, Maine. seeing you in all the old familiar
Roily Colly to see his old cronies have this year? Cookie and Martie
jewels to Fred. Who ever heard
Gals heading for Gainesville for places—teas, dances etc.
. . . especially Jane (Freeman, of Swift, and Jane and Bill Carmel
Aurevoir
of jewels making music ? Fred that game (or that guy?) are:
are all new, and now Shelia Kelley
was chased down the streets by Barbara Feidelson, Dale Travis,
Eev Hanson
We hear that Frankie Goldberg has joined brother Jim, Hester some overzealous bobby sockers in
Dionne Barnes, and Betty Mathas an interior decorating job in Davis is following the tracks of a yellow convertable. It was his
thews.
Jacksonville, while Marion Miller Bill, and Martha Ladd and Mari- luck to have his girl along!
NEWS IN BRIEF
Who's the lucky gal seen flirting
and Flip Starobin are hitting the lyn Naas are already well-known
(Continued from page 1)
Lloyd Paber not feeling so well around in H. B. Stewart's conbooks at Wisconsin and Columbia as the sisters of Sally and Jean
remained at home in Cincinnati. vertible 'n speed boat. Huh, Dale ? land's only other world champion(Naas) Sutton, respectively.
respectively.
Bob Costello went swimming in
Birthday
greetings
were
flying
ship
team in 1920, rode in one car
We wish we had sore eyes, cause
Orchids to: Freshmen cheerlead- the Faber swimming pool on one
fast last week. On the list were along with Mrs. Speaker.
Betty Roebuck sure would be a ers Dale Tarvis, Cookie Swift,
of his return trips to Cinn. Cos- Jeanne Currie, Jane Carmel, Hetty
"I'm overwhelmed by this demsight for 'em. Just back from a Doris Clarke, Dionne Vigeant,
tello however found a certain Miss Goldrick, 'n Doris Clarke.
onstration," Speaker said, "now
European tour and looking good Barbara Dilly, and especially
Janet of Orlando too magnetic to
And that's all for now . . . see we know how this town really feels
as ever. Roe plans a short stay Corky Scarboruogh, who's one of
stay home for long.
ya' neyt week.
about the team. It's simply wonthe best yet! To the Gamma Phi's
Regards to all from Vic. (PunyLinda Ear
derful."
for their breakfast Sunday mornashin) Smedsted who is now ating; to the girls who managed to
tending the University of Chicago,
survive the Panhell teas, and to
and Thomas Mullen, at an Agrithe men, God bless 'em, for being
cultural College in Tennessee but
so patient while the teas went on.
pining away for Rollins.
And a big fat orchid to the Delta
The members of Alpha Phi
( N o i s e l e s s t y p e ) for $73.50 Chi's and Phi Lambs for turning Lambda express their deepest resuch a newsy column about
Good c o n d i t i o n
grets to Mr. Robert Julian Costeltheir boys . . . a hint to the
is sufficient. They say that John- lo for the loss of his mother a few
days ago.
ny Sutton is now taking hi,
DELTA CHI
gree in law from Stetson, but he
M a y f l o w e r Hall
Most of the Delta Chis had inremains a commuting resident of
teresting if not unusual summers
Winter Park.
Jack Northrup built a house in Orlando and Dave Larsen tore one
down in The Dalles, Oregon! Sam
Burchers did a little bit of every
THOSE PECAN WAFFLES AT
thing from a cruise in the Long
Island Sound to his hide-away ii
Victoria, Texas.
Joe Friedmai
(what does he know about farm
ing? ?) farmed all summer nea:
ARE SWELL
China. South China, Maine, that
is! Fly-boy Phil Howland took
a few weeks off the ground. RanOn H i g h w a y 17 & 192 F i v e Miles N o r t h of
dy Walker trunked at a Saratoga
R o l l i n s College
playhouse most of the summer.
Hal Betzold covered the carnival
circuit in the North while Dick
ODORLESS AND FIREPROOF
Schatz ruined what was left of
his golf game. Freddy Taylor got
his Actor's Equity card. Joe Peoples took his all expense trip to
New York City from Thorpe's
Stars of Tomorrow and stayed on
at Juilliard.
Walt and Ginny
Roose spent the summer in Winter
Park, took a trip to New England
and Ohio (t osee Mrs. Edith Allen) and moved into their new
324 E. Park Ave.
home across from the high School.
Phone 206
Winter Park, Fla.
Frank and Janie Mayer now live
in their apartment across frorti

I eluding such names as George
Brent, Jane Powell, Lauritz Melchior, Frances Gifford, Marina
Koshetz, the Pied Pipers, and Xavier Cugat and his orchestra.
George Brent is the captain who
sails his luxury liner on the way to
Rio, believing his stage-struck
daughter, Jane Powell, to be safe
at her finishing school. Knowing
that opera stars, Lauritz Melchoir
and Marina Koshetz, are aboard
the liner and, determined to win
their patronage, Jane stows away
on the ship, but is soon peeling
potatoes like any other culprit
caught in the act.
The effervescent Miss Powell,
however, cannot be kept in her
place, and before the cruise is over
she has escaped confinement and
shown Papa who's Skipper by
achieving her ambition to sing
with operatic star, Lauritz Melchior.
Unfortunately
for the plot,
which, incidentally, gets lost at
,, the story of "Luxury Liner"
focused chiefly on the talents
of the artists. The music is varied
enough, the selections ranging
from operatic arias to nursery
hjones. Melchior yodels a beery
ballad or two, and the other two
and "Cugie" carry on from
there.
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FOR SALE:
$120.00 Underwood
Typewriter
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See Carolyn Alfred
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DRY CLEANING PROBLEMS
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BE

SOLVED BY BRINGING YOUR
CLOTHES TO US

Warren*s Waffle Shop

IVe Use The ZORIC

Brown^s Bake

Method

Shop

Weddings, Birthdays and Parties
Our Specialty

Have Your Woolen Clothing Moth-Proofed

Manufacturer's

WRITTEN

5-YEAR

GUARANTEE

WE USE Berlon mothproofing exclusively

"J Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever"
*
You will find it a
PLEASANT and CULTURAL TREAT
to visit the

ROBERT

LEWIS

Cash and Carry Discount

JEWELRY, GIFT and ART STORE
—WINTER PAUK—
100 Park Av nue Opposite the Railroad Station
in St. Petersburg, Florida)

A Wonderland of Rare Gifts and Art Treasures
from Many Lands — Amazing Values 3c to $3,000
WATCHES
CHINA WARE
PICTURES
PERFUMES
GREETING CARDS

DIAMONDS
FIGURINES
MASTERPIECES
BAGS, WALLETS
SOUVENIRS

• SILVERWARE
• ANTIQUES
• PICTURE FRAMES
• NOVELTIES
• TOYS

GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIRING
By Ray Brilliant with 26 years experience

Reliable Cleaners, Inc.
140 W. Fairbanks
,

One block from college (Between A&P and Piggly Wiggly store)

